INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
for EDEN bath skirt

Position suggérée

IMPORTANT

des blocs de bois

Make a trial fit of the skirt
before finalizing installation.

Where to position
the wood blocks

skirt

Jupe/Skirt

PHOTO A

Anchoring strip

Bande de fixation/Fixation strip

1

Once the leveled installation of
the tub is completed, fix
adjustable legs to floor (photo
A). Glue the wood blocks
beneath the rim of the tub and
let it dry until blocks are solidly in place. With a level trace a
line on the floor following the
tub rim.( figure

3

2

Secure the anchoring strip
to the floor 2” inside the
line. (see figure 2)

Insert the top of the skirt
under the flange of the tub
and then screw the skirt to
the anchoring strip. Use the
6 predrilled holes as guides.

figure 2

2"

figure 1
Bloc de bois
wood block

✎
note:

✎

our skirt has been designed to fit in a va-riety of
installation applications. In some cases it may
be necessary to slightly trim the ends of the
skirt. you must use a circular fine tooth saw
from behind (the fiberglass unfinished side).
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
for a neo-angle bath skirt


Skirt







Where to position
the wood blocks

IMPORTANT
Make a trial fit of the skirt
before finalizing installation.

*Anchoring strip

NIAGARA
Bloc de bois
Wood block
wood block

1"
liquid
nails

✎

✎

Short side
to floor

1

2

Once the leveled installation of
the tub is completed, fix
adjustable legs to floor (photo
A). Glue the wood blocks
beneath the rim of the tub and
let dry until blocks are solidly
in place. With a level trace a
line on the floor following the
tub rim. (see figure 1)

Secure the anchoring strip
to the floor 1” inside the line.
(see figure 2)

PHOTO A

Wooddeblock
Bloc
bois
wood block

Bloc deblock
bois
Wood
wood block

Bande de fixation
*Anchoring strip
Fixation strip

note:
our skirt has been designed to fit in a va-riety of
installation applications. In some cases it may be
necessary to slightly trim the ends of the skirt.
you must use a circular fine tooth saw from
behind (the fiberglass unfinished side).
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3
Insert the top of the skirt
under the flange of the tub
and then screw the skirt to
the anchoring strip. Use the
6 predrilled holes as guides.
(see figure 3)

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
for a round front corner bath skirt


Skirt







Where to position
the wood blocks

IMPORTANT
Make a trial fit of the skirt
before finalizing installation.

*Anchoring strip

RENDEZ-VOUS

MONTEGO

Bloc de bois
Wood block
wood block

liquid
nails

✎

1
Once the leveled installation of
the tub is completed, fix
adjustable legs to floor (photo
A). Glue the wood blocks
beneath the rim of the tub and
let dry until blocks are solidly
in place. With a level trace a
line on the floor following the
tub rim. (see figure 1)

PHOTO A

1"
Short side
to floor

✎

Wood
Bloc
de block
bois
wood block

Bloc deblock
bois
Wood
wood block

Bande de fixation
*Anchoring
strip
Fixation strip

2
Secure the anchoring strip
to the floor 1” inside the line.
(see figure 2)

note:
our skirt has been designed to fit in a va-riety of
installation applications. In some cases it may
be necessary to slightly trim the ends of the skirt.
you must use a circular fine tooth saw from
behind (the fiberglass unfinished side).
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3
Insert the top of the skirt
under the flange of the tub
and then screw the skirt to
the anchoring strip. Use the
6 predrilled holes as guides.
(see figure 3)

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
for a PASSION skirt









Where to position
the wood blocks

IMPORTANT

Skirt

Make a trial fit of the skirt
before finalizing installation.

*Anchoring strip

1"

Bloc de bois
Wood block
wood block

liquid
nails

✎

1
Once the leveled installation of
the tub is completed, fix
adjustable legs to floor (photo
A). Glue the wood blocks
beneath the rim of the tub and
let dry until blocks are solidly
in place. With a level trace a
line on the floor following the
tub rim. (see figure 1)

✎

Wood
block
Bloc de
bois
wood block

Short side
to floor

Bande de fixation

2

*Anchoring
strip
Fixation
strip
Fixation
strip

Secure the anchoring strip
to the floor 1” inside the line.
(see figure 2)

PHOTO A
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3
Insert the top of the skirt
under the flange of the tub
and then screw the skirt to
the anchoring strip. Use the
6 predrilled holes as guides.
(see figure 3)

